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LOOKING 
FOR MORE R7 
INSPIRATION?

CHECK OUT OUR 
PINTEREST BOARD

Why R7?
An elegant fl ush sash exterior and interior gives 
R7 its chic modern appearance and versatility for 
all properties looking for a contemporary edge 
to their windows and doors. All glass sightlines 
are perfectly equal providing symmetry for 
a timeless kerbside appeal. Choose from one 
of our fi ve glazing beads to fully personalise 
your internal aesthetic, continue the fl ush 
contemporary appearance with square or soften 
the look with decorative. 

R7 windows and doors achieve the maximum on 
security, weather and thermal performance with 
a sophisticated 7 chamber design and intelligent 
features.

It’s the ideal solution for a wide range of 
properties, from modern new builds and city 
apartments to country cottages, semi-detached 
houses, and everything in between. Residence 7 
is intended to be the window of your choice.

This home has been updated with R7 in Clotted 
Cream. With an exact match in colour and 

confi guration, R7 offers a like-for-like replacement.

BEFORE

AFTER

The fl ush internal gives a similar look but with an 

updated, modern vibe in keeping with the home 

owners chic interior aesthetic. 
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Create a modern look with a 
bold colour and diagonal weld...

BEFORE

Diagonal Weld

...or opt for a like-for-like timber 
alternative replacement to retain character.

Mechanical Joint

BEFORE



Start y� r j� rney today...
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residencecollection.co.uk | 01452 300912

Find us on all your 
favourite social media 
platforms by searching 

#residencecollection

 Images from @the_hollies_ via Instagram, Hayley Windows & McDermott Windows.
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WANT TO FIND 
YOUR LOCAL 
INSTALLER?

SEARCH VIA 
POSTCODE ON 
OUR WEBSITE




